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GLOWING DEEPWhen i started to get in all the necessary window 
and light details i needed, to bring this scene to life, 
i started with stock material that was showing cities 
at night. I used various blending modes and
tried to figure out a way on how to get in a massive 
amount of light  detail without too much fuzz. 
When i finally found the right stock i laid it over the When i finally found the right stock i laid it over the 
base render and took a peek at how i could arrange the 
lights best to fit with the geometry. A ton of  work went 
into that procedure, as you might can imagine.
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IN HELLYou have it in almost every big city. Slums. Or, 
to say it politically correct, not so privileged 
neighorhoods. In such megacities they’re 
mostly settled on the lower levels. There is not
much light. Everything artificial. The food, the
energy and the life in general. Not easy to 
survive down there. Especially when you livesurvive down there. Especially when you live
in one of the dump areas. Toxic waste can
bring up the most amazing creatures. But, 
let me assure you, you don’t want to meet 
them at night. Power outages don’t make it 
easy to live your life there. When the upper 
level folks drain too much energy off the net 
again. Riots are a common thing on theagain. Riots are a common thing on the
low-level stages. Go there at your own risk.

IN HELL

TWO TOWERSThis particular detail picture shows very nicely 
why i’m a fan of such futuristic megacity 
scenes. The density of atmosphere mixed with
this industrial looking architecture. In these 
buildings could live thousands of people. Lets
say hundreds of thousands of people alone in 
the building we see here. I’m not sure if i the building we see here. I’m not sure if i 
could really live in such an environment. 
All the traffic that is going on, everything busy,
around the clock. You might get a bit paranoid 
there. On the other hand... man is a very 
flexible organism that might get used to it over
the years. Evolution rings a bell? One cool 
thing though... aircars.thing though... aircars. Wouldn’t it be great to
chase through the canyons of buildings with 
some speeder?! I guess it would...! Oh well yes,
it could be dangerous too.
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ON THE LINEIn this particular scene we can clearly see that not all 
details are too detailed. Generally only  1 out of 100
people get to see a this detailed version of the picture. 
You either buy yourself a large hq print of the artwork 
or you are one of my very closer friends... you might have 
the chance to see the picture in fullsize. But don’t worry. 
Most of the pictures in this documentation are in 100% zoom Most of the pictures in this documentation are in 100% zoom 
and document the full detail of the actual painting.

I’m a detail lover. I want my worlds to be as complete as
they can possibly be. I, very well know, that this deep
detail isn’t actually necessary for a good picture. And i,
probably, should concentrate on other things. Nonetheless i
think especially this detail is what defines my work. Even if
it means a lot work.it means a lot work. When i see a spot in a picture that does
not work for me - i will change it until it fits for me. Sometimes,
like in this case, i have to force myself to stop the work. 
Especially on pics like this one i could work on forever.
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Welcome to epica! The city of hope and light! 
Find your luck and enjoy the richness and 
beauty of our graceful place. Find friends and 
make friends! They are just waiting for you 
to bid you a welcome to the place where 
dreams come true!
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DISTANCEI cannot really tell how far, how big, this city is. 
Five times  of our known new york city size? 
The scene does not show a cityplanet like 
environment like we know from starwars.
It also does not show earth. That’s for sure.
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.Technical Details.

Project Folder Size: 3gb
Detail Psd Size: 540mb

Depth of Field Psd Size: 182mbDepth of Field Psd Size: 182mb
Vue Scene 3d File Size: 1.3gb

Layers: 210 ca.

*

.Produced On.

XPpro 64
Wacom Intuos 3
AMD 5200+AMD 5200+

4096 Corsair RAM
Nvidia 8600 GTS
Seagate 300gb SATA
Maxtor 250gb ATA

*

.Software.

Adobe PhotoshopAdobe Photoshop
Vue d' Esprit

*

.Special Guest Stars.

MSI GX700 T9300
Canon 20D Digital Camera




